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I LOVED IT There s two main story lines 1 The Romance story with wonderful well
developed characters 2 Stop A major event in U.S History its all well plotted throughout the

book Both mixed together in some very intelligent satisfying ways.Stephen King knows how
to blend the supernatural with history better than your average author celebrates nostalgic
also without being sassy about it.I m often not a fan of time travel fiction reading but
Stephen King improves this type of storytelling by adding themes, choices, and
consequences in his story He does the butterfly effect trope creating ripples throughout time
and improves on this by making time fight back, the past in 11 22 63 does not want to be
changed 11 22 63 is easy page turning funAnd.At some point in your reading.You might
want to take a break and enjoy Pound Cake for dessert this makes no sense to anyone
unless you ve read the book.. You may ask yourself how in the world did a wife beating,
mental degenerate, and multiple country defecting USA, RUSSIA and an attempt at Cuba
little shit like this kill the charismatic, handsome war hero, and most powerful man in the
world It doesn t make any sense It never has made any sense Oswald just does not fit the
profile for a guy that could pull off an assassination of this magnitude He s a semi educated
hillbilly, but he s surprisingly crafty Kennedy provided a golden opportunity to every
disgruntled crazy out there by deciding to ride in an open car through the hostile city of
Dallas, Texas His swoon inspiring smile, his wavy hair, and his beautiful wife would not win
him votes hidden behind bullet proof glass A tough election was coming up and Texas was
again critical for the Kennedy Johnson ticket The parade route was even published in the
paper When Lee Harvey Oswald noticed that the route passed right by the Texas School
Book Depository, his place of work, he felt the universe was talking to him A president riding
in an open car sounds insane, but the reality is that a president had not been assassinated
since McKinley in 1901 I could see how Kennedy, weighing the risk, would have felt
reasonably safe We all know how that turned out.Jake Epping, an unassuming English
teacher, is given an opportunity to go back in time The time portal, located in the back room
of a greasy spoon, will take him back to 1958 A year tantalizingly close to one of the most
traumatic events in American history Jake, now George Amberson, just had to lay low and
wait for 1963 to roll around and use that time to come up with a plan to stop the before
mentioned Lee Harvey Oswald King explores the well traveled road of the potential
devastating effects of changing the past to influence the future What if Kennedy had not
been killed My liberal leanings would have me believe that the world would be better today
There are piles of documentation showing that Kennedy had no intention of escalating the
war in Vietnam As he proved with The Cuban Missile Crisis, he was a man that understood
the bluff without committing the hardware He was a man that had been to war, and I find it
hard to believe he would have committed American kids to die in the jungles of Southeast
Asia One of Stephen King s strengths is that despite the fact that he is wealthy man and
one of the most successful writers in the world, he really understands common everyday
people I found myself developing a real fondness for Jake I winced when he failed I
whooped when things went well His romance with Sadie is spun out so nicely that the
Kennedy assassination almost becomes a back ground plot King placed a Japanese

proverb at the front of the book and also used it so wonderfully in the plot Every time I read
it I find a smile on my faceIf there is love, smallpox scars are as pretty as dimples The
number on the back page does say 849 pages, but King s writing style makes reading this
book effortless The margins are wide and the print large, so don t let the size of the book
keep you from reading this charming book I m off to turn my time travel machine, nearly
finished, back into something a little less dangerous to the world like a cappuccino machine
See of my writing at You can like my blog page on Facebook here JeffreyKeeten Blog page
Thank you, Steve You were wrong all those years ago when you said you weren t very
good at writing about love and intimacy The love story here is full of honesty and
tenderness When I got to the last couple of pages, I was crying so hard I couldn t read 11
22 63 is a supernatural, quasi historical, philosophical, science fiction love story If you re
avoiding it because you think Stephen King only writes horror, please reconsider There s no
horror here, aside from a couple of mild gross out scenes I know my experience would have
been cheapened by knowing too much beforehand, so I m not going to tell you what it s
about in the style of a traditional book review Be it on someone else s head to spoil your fun
So why should you read it There is DANCING There is time travel Stephen King style, with
some original twists on the old device There is a special treat for fans of It, King s novel
about Pennywise the Clown There is a charming yet brutally honest portrayal of American
life in the late 50s and early 60s There is DANCING There is pie throwing There is sweet
romance without sappiness There is poundcake There is derring do With poundcake for
afters There is insight into Lee Harvey Oswald and his associates, and their activities prior
to 11 22 63 There is DANCING There is a subtle but amazing use of the past as a character
with an agenda of its own There is snappy dialogue laced with humor There is high school
theater And there is DANCING Because dancing is life Thanks again, Steve There s always
room for you on my dance card. Look at the amount of pages in this book Look at the
amount of pages in Under The Dome Check the date this book is published Check the date
Under The Dome was published eyetwitch Real Utterly compelling King outlines a clear end
goal, and the novel benefits enormously as the journey to that destination unfolds A
constant suspense and wonder as the reader considers when and how we ll get to that
fateful titular date, not to mention what will happen when we get there, and once we leave it
behind Part drama, part historical fiction, part romance King has stated the book s idea
came to him in 1971, yet at the time didn t have enough confidence in his skill or ability to
properly pull something like this off Well, the wait was worth it Truly masterful. I ll be honest
here It s really rare that I get through a book over 500 pages, let alone 700 Nook pages It s
also true that I have never read a single thing from Mr King until now Why I m not sure
Maybe his books intimidated me, because when I was younger everyone was always
talking to me about how his books were so long, and blah blah Anyway, I am proud to say
that 11 22 63 was my first book read by Stephen King I hear it s so much different than his
other work, but I also haven t met a single person that didn t love it I read this book because

everybody and their brother was recommending it to me as a must read I m also not a big
historical fiction fan, and didn t know how much I would enjoy reading about 20 years before
my birth I had nothing to worry about.Here is a book that you never want to end, yet you do
want it to end, because you need to know what is going to happen King introduces us to a
man named Jake who insists that he is not emotionless despite the fact that he doesn t cry
often I can relate to him right off the bat Not a big crier, but I definitely feel emotions on a
huge level Jake is sent back to 1963 with a plan made up by a guy named Al who owns a
local diner, and has the rabbit hole which is how they travel back in time At first his mission
is just to stop Lee Harvey Oswald from assassinating JFK, but then little things pop up here
and there making him consider a few new things that need to be changed I m not going into
any detail than that, because I don t want to give away one single thing in this brilliant novel
Fans of his story It may be excited to know he revisits the town of Derry, Maine, where It
was located.The excitement and suspense in this book were astonishing I held my breath in
anticipation of certain things Jake had to do, and then some twist would come out of left
field, and I would continue reading in awe There were also several sighs of relief and a
couple of cute moments involving Jake s romance that just made me say aww.I do feel like
there were a rough 100ish pages that dragged on somewhere in the middle, and the book
may have benefited by taking out a few things, but obviously I m no expert That s just my
opinion Again, this may have also been just something I was feeling, because I was very
impatient and really wanting to know how this book would end Some people didn t like the
ending, but I loved it In the afterword King discusses his research a bit You can most
definitely tell that a lot of research and thought went into this novel The descriptions are
vivid and when I say you are really transported back to the 60 s I mean it You will feel it 11
22 63 is a truly memorable, wonderfully written book that I have already recommended to
several family members and friends, and I will continue to recommend for years to come
This is another of King s books that I could see as a film, too If you are wanting to try a
Stephen King book, but don t know if you will like all the horror, read this It is not like that at
all. Hi, my name is Jake Epping and I m a dull high school English teacher who has
decided to go back in time to prevent JFK from being assassinated I ve decided to do this
primarily because a fat man who serves me 53 year old cheeseburgers with whom I share
only a vague casual acquaintance has told me that I should There is no other real reason
for me to being doing this There really isn t. Once I m there, I will also risk my life to save a
bunch of other people that I barely know because I want to demonstrate how amazingly
selfless I am It is important to me that I am well liked I will fuck up several times, but that is
no problem because I have no life and therefore I will simply go back in time again and
repeat the experience until I get things right At some point along the way, I will fall in love
with an 80 year old woman But don t worry when I go back in time, she s 27 So that s no
problem, either.Anyway, once I view spoiler save JFK and am thanked with a lifetime supply
of beer, I will finally return to the present But oh no saving JFK has caused massive

earthquakes WHAAA and now the entire country is a complete nuclear wasteland And yet
even though there is no plausible reason whatsoever for this to be the case hide spoiler
sigh I m so upset that it s over You got me at the ending there, Stephen You really, truly got
me What can I possibly say about this wonderful, beautiful book That it s wonderful and
beautiful No That s no where near enough praise This book made it up to my top 3 favorites
list by King placing at 3 and is probably my favorite book of 2011 if not tied with Shutter
Island Reading this book, I was so worried about what the ending would be because, let s
be honest here, we know King isn t the best at handling endings Exhibit A Under the Dome
, and I had a really strong feeling I knew what the ending would be, but that ending was just
absolutely amazing It left everything wrapped up nicely, and was one of his better endings,
if not his best or at least my favorite, even though it s not wrapped up with a pretty bow The
last chapter made me grin ear to ear, but then it left me feeling sad beyond words can
describe To be honest, after I turned the last page or better yet, clicked, since I own a
Kindle , I just sat there and bawled my eyes out, to the point where my husband got worried
about me Yeah It was that sad The characters in this book couldn t be better, and I really,
truly mean that I loved every single character with the exception of Lee Harvey Oswald
Poor Marina I loved George Jake s students, I loved George Jake, I loved Sadie, I loved
Miz Mimi, and much I also really liked the purpose of the character the Card Man, even for
the very short time he was in the book I would have liked King to expand a bit on that, but
hey, the book s almost 1000 pages , but the real star in this book was the relationship
between George Jake and Sadie Their love for each other was undeniable and irrevocable,
and just so darn beautiful Who would have thought that the Stephen King we all know and
love at least I know and love him could write a beautiful and touching romance alongside a
thriller That was a great shock, and I hope he incorporates this skill of weaving a good
relationship into a lot of his books to come Being a huge King fan, I couldn t wait for this
book to come out But, in all fairness, I didn t expect to love it I thought it would be average,
maybe evenjust okay , but let me tell you I really, really loved this book And if you aren t a
King fan, please pretty please don t let that stop you from reading this book This book has
absolutely no scary parts, for those of you who abstain from reading Stephen King s books
because they are classified as horror, and, like I mentioned earlier on in this review, I
actually cried at the end of the book the first time that I ve ever cried while reading a King
novel You can tell that Stephen King put a lot of effort into writing 11 22 63, and his details
of life in the late 50 s and early 60 s really made me wish I was alive then So, please, even
if you don t like Stephen King, read this It s an absolutely beautiful book, and one I wish I
can read for the first time all over again And if you re still not convinced to read this, would it
help if I told you that there s Poundcake PS You will probably want a box of tissues handy
towards the end And if you re listening to the audiobook, maybe two boxes.For those
wondering, these are my top 3 favorite King books 1 It 2 The Shining 3 this may shock
some people previously The Stand Now it s 11 22 63If there is love, smallpox scars are as

pretty as dimples I ll love your face no matter what is looks like Because it s yours The past
is obdurate for the same reason a turtle s shell is obdurate because the living flesh inside is
tender and defenseless Home is watching the moon rise over the open, sleeping land and
having someone you can call to the window, so you can look together Home is where you
dance with others, and dancing is life For a moment everything was clear, and when that
happens you see that the world is barely there at all Don t we all secretly know this It s a
perfectly balanced mechanism of shouts and echoes pretending to be wheels and cogs, a
dreamclock chiming beneath a mystery glass we call life Behind it Below it and around it
Chaos, storms Men with hammers, men with knives, men with guns Women who twist what
they cannot dominate and belittle what they cannot understand A universe of horror and
loss surrounding a single lighted stage where mortals dance in defiance of the darkandTo
listen to Stephen King read an excerpt from Dr Sleep, click here.PPS Dr Sleep is about
Danny Torrance you know, from The Shining as an adult, and how he uses his psychic
powers to help patients on death row at the hospital where he works, until a gang of
vampires kidnap him Or something like that Another big, big King book down This was truly
and epic tale While I know every author has to do research to make sure that the book
makes sense and doesn t sound ridiculous, this had to be the most research King has ever
had to put into a book When discussing historical events and the potential impact of
changing them both knowing what actually happened vs conjecturing what would happen if
any details were changed , you have to make sure your knowledge of all related events is
strong The two most common themes of this book are will the past allow itself to be
changed and the butterfly effect one little change flap of a butterfly wing starting a chain
reaction that leads to a landslide on the other side of the world If you don t have your history
ducks in a row, it will be very hard to sell these themes, but King sells them very well I liked
the extensive storytelling in this one It almost felt like 5 different novels storylines crammed
into one Any of them would be an interesting story by itself, but none of them truly
appreciated unless combined with all of the others I think that some may find that it is too
much or that the story drags in places with inner monologue screaming get to the point
already This didn t happen for me, but I could definitely understand it if some felt that way A
couple of times it felt like the story was starting over and I was a few hundred pages in But,
in the end I loved the whole package quick places, slow places, exposition, character
development, backstory, etc all of it Compared to other King Well, the character
development, interaction, and dialogue definitely felt like King At places it felt like a Dark
Tower spin off maybe a little like The Talisman There are direct references to some of his
other novels view spoiler specifically IT and Christine hide spoiler

We never know which lives we influence, or when, or whyI still fail to understand why
Stephen King isn t considered a writer of respected literature Because he writes sci fi and
horror Because his books are so compelling, entertaining and popular For me, King does
what very few authors manage he turns fast paced genre fiction into well written, thought
provoking literature And 11 22 63 is no exception I ve been putting this book off for the last
few years partly because it s an 800 page giant, and partly because I studied the hell out of
Kennedy and 1950s 60s America back in high school But I find myself once again in that
situation where I read a book I always meant to read and mentally kick myself for not giving
in sooner.This book is fantastic Some of its critics don t like the crossover of many genres,
claiming itwanders from genre to genreHowever, I loved how this book was many things It s
an extremely well researched piece of historical fiction it s a fascinating look at time travel
science fiction is it possible to change the past What is the cost of doing so it s a small town
thriller and it s a love story.King has this strange way of turning the most fantastical plots
into stories about people who feel very real He writes detailed and honest character
portraits, so that these characters become so vivid and realistic, likable and flawed, that we
so easily believe in everything that happens to them If you don t already know, this book is
about a man called Jake Epping who through his friend, Al discovers a portal that takes him
to 1958, where he takes over Al s obsessive mission to prevent the Kennedy assassination
He establishes a new life in the past, in a world filled with big American cars, rock n roll, and
shameless racism, sexism and homophobia.The amount of research King did is evident He
paints an intricate portrait of this time simultaneously portraying an exciting, dreamy era full
of different fashions, music, and the best root beer ever for 10 cents and showing the darker
side segregation and the two doors and three signs Men on one door, Women on the other
door, and Colored leading to a plank of wood over a small stream He makes this era seem
like a bright, amazing, creepy nightmare.I thoroughly enjoyed it Unlike some of King s other
works, the 800 pages didn t feel like too much to me and they just seemed to fly by So glad
I finally read it.Blog Facebook Twitter Instagram Tumblr `Free Ebook ? Eleven twenty-two
sixty-three ? Life Can Turn On A Dime Or Stumble Into The Extraordinary, As It Does For
Jake Epping, A High School English Teacher In Lisbon Falls, Maine While Grading Essays
By His GED Students, Jake Reads A Gruesome, Enthralling Piece Penned By Janitor Harry
Dunning Fifty Years Ago, Harry Somehow Survived His Father S Sledgehammer Slaughter
Of His Entire Family Jake Is Blown Awaybut An Even Bizarre Secret Comes To Light When
Jake S Friend Al, Owner Of The Local Diner, Enlists Jake To Take Over The Mission That
Has Become His Obsession To Prevent The Kennedy Assassination How By Stepping
Through A Portal In The Diner S Storeroom, And Into The Era Of Ike And Elvis, Of Big
American Cars, Sock Hops, And Cigarette Smoke Finding Himself In Warmhearted Jodie,
Texas, Jake Begins A New Life But All Turns In The Road Lead To A Troubled Loner
Named Lee Harvey Oswald The Course Of History Is About To Be Rewrittenand Become
Heart Stoppingly Suspenseful
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